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STUDIES

IN THE BOOKS OF SAMUEL
BY M. H. SEGAL, Oxford.

III
SOME NOTES ON THE TEXT.1

I. I. 6. BUDDE capriciously deletes this verse, and also
rnDTynp in ver. 7, thereby robbing the story of much of its
humaneness and picturesqueness. As a matter of fact the
provocation by Peninah is intended by the narrator as an
explanation of the excessive grief displayed by Hannah. The
phraseology of this verse is referred to again in ver. i6 b.
7. I would suggest that n,w3' is used here as an
impersonal verb in the sense of rnln'to happen'. This
would enable us to retain mnrYof the MT which rightly
makes both clauses of the verse refer to Hannah.
8. The critics accept the addition of LXX in the verse
and read . ,

:n mnr0 nip WrNI 7tN .:n 1 '1m qnl
im

n. 'The

clause is... according to 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, i6 characteristic of the
narrative' (Budde in his Notes to his Polychrome text in
Haupt's SBOT., p. 52). But the response ,fn is generally
used, as in the examples cited from ch. 3, only in answer
to a call from some distance, and is altogether unsuitable
here, where Elkanah and Hannah sat at the same table
and probably side by side. The addition in LXX is merely
an expansion by the translator similar to the expansion
in vv. 5, 6.

Y'nis certainly correct.

Cf. the opposite :

1 Cf. vol. IX, pp. 43 ff.
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II 13. 28, &c. The reading of LXX j1 (T7irEtL crE),which
H. P. Smith (p. 8) prefers, can only mean: 'why art thou
remorseful?' (cf. 24. 6, and Driver's note here), viz. for
her sins, on account of which God had presumably denied
her children. But whereas Elkanah could see by her sad
looks that she was grieved at heart, how could he have
divined that her grief was due to remorse?
I6. Targum, Rashi, and Kimhi refer I': nr to
Peninah, and interpret Inn ^5 'Give me not up for a reproach' (nr=n NK). But the narrator would no doubt have
expressed the idea rather differently, or would have at least
added the necessary complement

,lzn1

(cf. Joel 2. 17; and

see Driver's note).
18. Budde and others accept the conflate text of LXX:
szmn nn=w5n nim norn-.,,rn 7'ni. But if Hannah went
only as far as the ,mV=,which must have been attached
to the sanctuary, the narrator would not have described it
as n:315 lnr ' she went away'.
For 1,, LXX

has cvvEWreOrv, which is probably a para-

phrase reminiscent of Gen. 4. 5, 6. The phrase in MT,
though without parallel elsewhere, may nevertheless be as
genuine a Hebrew idiom as the very rare expression in
Gen. 4. 6. Klostermann and Budde read nr,sn, citing
Jer. 3. 12. But there the phrase means to display vindictive anger against somebody', a sense quite unsuitable here.
22. The traditional pointing n'N1 as a Niph'al here
and elsewhere, wherever this ritual expression occurs, has
been vindicated by Schorr (Monatschrift fir Geschichte u.
Wissenschaft d. 7udentums, 909, p. 438 f.). The pointing
of this verb as a kal is here entirely excluded by the fact
that the construction demands the perfect consecutive tense,
like the preceding and following verbs.
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THE SONG OF HANNAH.

i. For y?5 Targum

has spn, and LXX

EoTepEO6A,

and Peshitta ,.^S. This points to an original reading ynm,
'
which seems preferable to the MT yPV. For::
y forms a
better parallel to nip nnmand e nnmthan i r1kV.
Similarly
in the conclusion of the poem we have the idea of strength
made parallel to the exaltation of the horn: T?In'r 1 Ip anri.
Further, W: rfV does not form a logical antecedent to
rnnwn~, since the ideas of the two clauses are practically
identical. Cf. also Aptowitzer, Das Schriftwort in der
rabbinischen Litera/tr, II, 4. For the second ,l,ln:: we
should read ,nSs, as in many MSS. LXX and Vulg.
Cf. Aptowitzer, I, 37.
2. I suspect that lnS: ptNK is a gloss. The line is
one word shorter than the other lines of the poem. Further,
the statement is inconsistent with the rest of the verse. For
if there is no existence besides God, it is impossible to
institute a comparison between Hlim and any other being.
Again, with the exception of lnMl:I in ver. i, God is throughout the poem spoken of in the third person. The clause
must have been originally an ejaculation of some pious
reader, written in the margin, and directed against the
false inference which might be drawn from the poet's
words that there may be in existence a holy being or
a 'rock', though not of the same exalted holiness or
strength as God Himself.
3. The second n;n: should be deleted as a dittography, which renders the line too long.
5. Since J. Reifman Vr has been rightly joined to the
preceding verb, thus giving the line the same number of
words as most other lines of the poem. This rI is usually
emended into tib. I think ::. would be more suitable.
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io. I accept Budde's excellent emendation of rwn: 1!y

. The last two lines of the poem
'3V
t.1. into b i ,w:
..
a
later
are
ln=w
. i'nr1
liturgical addition, suggested by
the first two lines (ver. I a 3 y.2 So already Cheyne,
Origin of the Psalter, p. 57. The poem, though almost
wholly of a didactic nature, may have been employed in
the liturgy at an early period, when a prayer was added
to it for the prosperity of the king.
We are now in a position to determine the form and
construction of our poem. The poem consists of four
strophes. Strophe I has two verses, the first a tetrastich
of which the first three lines are synonymous, and the
fourth synthetic (ver. i), and the second a distich of synonymous lines (ver. 2). Strophe II has three verses. The first
verse is a tetrastich in which the first line is synonymous
to the second line, the third line synonymous to the fourth
line, the second couplet being synthetic to the first couplet
(ver. 3). The second verse is a tetrastich in which the
first line is antithetical to the second line, the third line
antithetical to the fourth line, the first couplet being
third
synonymous to the second couplet (vv. 4-5 a). The
verse is a distich of antithetical lines. Strophe III has
also three verses. The first verse is a tetrastich in which
the first line is synonymous to the second, and the third
synonymous to the fourth line, the first couplet being
second
synonymous to the second couplet (vv. 6-7). The
verse is likewise a tetrastich of synonymous lines, but the
second couplet is synthetic to the first couplet (ver. 8 a).
The last verse is, like the last verse in the two previous
strophes, a distich, the lines of which are, however, synthetic
two
(ver. 8 b). Strophe IV consists, like strophe I, of but
2 Cf. this Review, vol. VI, p. 557 (? 34)-
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verses, with this difference, that both verses are tristichs.
In the first verse the first line is antitheti'cal to the second
li'ne, and both are synthetic to the third line (ver. 9). In
the second verse the first line is synonymous to the second
line, and the third line is recapitulatory (ver. i o a). The
lines in the poem are throughout trimetric with the exception of the last line in each of the two verses in strophe IV,
which has four stresses.
We will now set out the whole text of the poem
arranged in accordance with this description:

I.
40~ p
Imv111
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j
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2. 29. LXX offers no justification for the curious reading
of some critics: pivDyn
., n'-n ,nnr. The phrase
nl
tIyn n:n has no parallel elsewhere, and is altogether unHebraic. The original Hebrew of the LXX was the same
as in MT, only in some disorder. t=pn:the translator read
as t3n, and Wtryn
w
('IN) as the familiar piy .
For
LXX
has 7rapdpitov, evidently con36.
nm.D
necting it with n'ao (Lev. 25. 5), 'seed poured out
involuntarily '.
4. 2. For runi many moderns read after LXX

(K. E'KXAPeV)

But the expression is not found elsewhere, and it
,conveys no intelligible idea. The MT is no doubt correct.
The verb may, perhaps, be taken in an intransitive sense
as suggested by R. Jonah Ibn Janah in his Book of Roots
(Hebrew edition by W. Bacher, p. 303): 'the battle spread
itself out '. It is better to take it in a transitive sense with
an implicit object, viz. the warriors, as correctly paraphrased by Targum, scr'p nit IWVUIKI. Cf. the passive
and reflexive applied to warriors in 30. 16, and II 5. I8, 22;
Judges 15. 9 with the Targum ad loc.
7. The original reading seems to have been (I:a=).
tni.

,
The word DniwSdropped out from
'rn i
in,n.
"
MT through haplography (nsn, = rins). The fear of
the Philistines was not due to the mere fact that the Deity
had come to the scene of battle, but rather to the fact that
the Deity had come to the Israelites, and not to them.
The conflate reading which some moderns derive from
LXX: 'rin K nrr5 N1X DnirnivS
nris is certainly wrong. The
was
not 'What is the Ark?'
Philistines
question of the
that the answer should be ' These are their gods who have
come unto them.' The question was,' What is the cause
of the great shout ?' (ver. 6 a), and to this they have already
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received an answer in ver. 6 b. The reading abn6Sas in MT
is supported by ver. 8. This does not necessarily mean in
the mouth of the Philistines the absolute ' God ', but merely
a god. Further, we have to remember that we are really
dealing with the words of a Hebrew writer, though they
are ascribed to the Philistines. (6 0fe) avrTCvin LXX, L
is probably a scribal addition, while n;S (oWrot or oAros) is
probably merely a dittography of w,n1i.
8. i:nn, is difficult. Perhaps the narrator put it
deliberately into the mouth of the Philistines to show
their ignorance. The emendation :1r:ncannot be right,
since imn 5[ includes also lnx.
It is to be noted that
R. Isaiah and Ralbag would read nnnDni, as in LXX
and Pesh.
13. The correct reading is with all moderns 'l'wn t'[
l'wrinntsU as in LXX; cf. also Targum here with Targum
See Driver's note ad loc. H. P. Smith
in II I8. 4.
(ibid. 35) asserts that the gate meant is the gate of the
Sanctuary (cf. I. 9): for, if it was the gate of the city,
then Eli would have received the tidings before the people
within the city. But this shows a total misunderstanding
of our passage. The repetition of the verb in this verse
(Kn.,, Nmi) indicates that at his entry into the city the
messenger saw Eli sitting and anxiously watching by the
roadside for news (... ni
rm :n1). But the messenger
evidently had not the heart to break the sad news to the
old priest, and so he passed him by and went into the
city (... :: w,NKII). Eli, however, had not seen the man
owing to his blindness (ver. 15). But when he had inquired
for the cause of the outcry in the city, then the messenger
hastened back to bring him the tidings. It will thus be
seen that the parenthetical ver. 15 is necessary to the underP2
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standing of the narrative, and is therefore an original part
of the text.
I6. Wellhausen (Composition3, 37 I) thinks that ver. I6 a
contains a doublet. The truth is that the repetition is an
original part of the narrative, and is intended to indicate
the great excitement of the speaker, who had to repeat his
words in order to make his meaning clear. This shows the
consummate art of our narrator. We may note further the
wonderful vividness of the whole passage, the nervous and
rapid movement of the sentences, the effective use of the
circumstantial clause, the variety and change of the tenses,
and, finally, the artistic gradation of the events, leading
up to a climax at the end of the passage.
18. 'Inll. This verb seems to be intended to convey
the idea that the birth throes came on suddenly without
preparation or the aid of a midwife, even like the childbirth
of wild animals; cf. Job 39. 3.
is the mother, as of 'inn in
z,. The subject of npmn
the next verse. Had the subject been, as the moderns
hold, the women around her, the writer would no doubt
have said rnmprnas in Ruth 4.17 b. To argue from ver. 20 b,
as H. P. Smith (p. 36) does, that the mother had already
become unconscious, is to misapprehend the meaning of the
narrator. What he means to convey is that the mother
was so overwhelmed by the sense of Israel's calamity that
even so joyful an event as the birth of a son could not
distract her mind from the contemplation of the national
catastrophe.
6. 2. Rashi correctly interprets nln-pj3 nrv, 'in what
manner?'; so Vulg.: quomodo? cf. Judges I6. 3. If the
Philistines had known that they had to send back the Ark
accompanied with a gift, and only asked what the gift
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should be (rin = 'wherewith', as the moderns explain it
after Pesh. I-u ), there would have been no need on the
in vn is (ver. 3).
part of the priest to say Dpj nNK
I9. The absence of the copula before n'rnn proves

that VIKD'nn is a variant reading of rt nvn3,. After
this variant had crept into the text, a scribe inserted 95S
to give the expression some sense, but luckily failed to
supply also the copula to nwD*n. The Versions, however,
express the copula. So also in some MSS. and old citations.
Cf. Aptowitzer, I, 42.
8. 2. The ancients already noted the difficulty that
Samuel should have placed his sons at the extreme Southern
frontier town of Beersheba. See Babli Shabbat, 56 a,
and Kimhi here; cf. also Josephus, Antiquities, VI, 3. 2,
But the matter can be explained quite easily. Samuel did
not resign his office to his sons. Had he done so, he
would no doubt have placed them at Ramah or some other
sanctuary in the centre of the land. He appointed his sons
only to relieve him of work in the outlying districts, to
which he could not attend personally owing to his old age,
It may be noted in passing that Beersheba was a famous
sanctuary, cf. Gen. 46. i; Amos 8. 14.
8. The moderns, following LXX, insert ( after ivy
and explain that the comparison is between this t and 15
at the end of the verse: 'As they have been accustomed
to deal with Me, so are they dealing also with thee.' But
this is a contradiction of the statement in the last verse
that the people's demand for a king is not a rejection of
Samuel. It is better to retain the reading of MT and
to take with Kimahi 15 in the sense of lr*, and to interpret
the comparison as being between the people's conduct in
the past and in the present: as they have been accustomed
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to act ever since the Exodus, so they are acting now unto
thee, viz. in thy time.
9. I8. Targum (0nlK) seems to have read wmlfor w4,;
cf. 25. 20. Cf. the remark of R. Tanhum (ed. Haarbriicker,
Leipzig, 1844) on 25. 14.
20.
D',n nrwl . The original reading was probably
Wn nwrw. The , in wn,n is a dittography of the f (an error
for i) at the end of the last word, or perhaps a correction of this f.
24. For 'mwnI read, with H. P. Smith and Nowack,
nm, 3n being dittographed from the last word mnn(=

?.n).
Or, perhaps, we should read inwn, the : being a corruption of : and K inserted to make sense. Dn is a
passive participle as in Num. 24. 21. For Dnyn-ni'
= a,inn'. Hence I propose
LXX has 7rapa rovs 'AXXovs
to read 'Inr for In1'. mninpis a relative clause without
'nv (cf. Gesenius-Kautzsch, Heb. Gram., ? 155 f seq.).
'Behold the flesh is set before thee, eat thou (first), for
unto (this) appointed time hath it been reserved for thee,
and afterward the people (whom) I have invited.' In
these words Samuel invites Saul, whom he has placed at
the head of the table (ver. 22), to preside at the meal
instead of himself; and he asks him to begin the meal,
probably by pronouncing the formal benediction; cf. ver.
See Babli Berakot,
13: QWIp,np15' = nn nntrn ni' Kn ,.
with
Rashi.
48 b,
10. I2. IW is difficult. LXX reads M,n. It is perhaps
better to read Drn=, mentioned in last verse; cf. 14. 28.
For bnrf: Targum has prl:i, viz. in a spiritual sense; cf.
2 Kings 2. 12, &c.
25. n5=n l mtnv is the rights and duties of kingship

in relation to the people, which Samuel settled and sealed
before God, thus giving them the sanctity of a solemn
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covenant. Cf. the covenant made by David on his anointment, II 5. 3. The critics assert that this ,n1r,n Urwo
is identical with J5l,n E32n in 8. 9, 1 . But it is incredible
that Samuel would solemnly invest the king with prerogatives of such a tyrannical nature as those catalogued
in 8. II-17. The enumeration of those royal imposts was
only intended to frighten away the people from the institution
of the monarchy; cf. R. Judah in Babli Sanhedrin, 20 b:
3
-7:61

w4Ny sNS
;15v3

It nWIa ms1s^3 NS.

nDllrn are the Israelites who
had permanently attached themselves as vassals to the
Philistine; see 14. 21. This class is also referred to below
in ver. 7, as opposed to 5Kbn Wrt of ver. 6. Cf. also
Sayce, Early History of the Hebrews, p. 6.
I3. The proposed pointing of N6 as .. =- (cf. Driver's
note) is improbable, as proved by the repetition of the
phrase in ver. I4 b. Further, it is not likely that Samuel
would fail to state categorically at the beginning of his
3. 3. MT is correct.

speech that Saul had broken God's command.
AI. nlVtxn means 'sharpening' or'filing', parallel to
wl:55 in the last verse. It is a verbal noun of 'im in its
primary and physical sense of 'to press' (Gen. 19. 9),
and hence 'to sharpen' or 'to file'. n m is an old Hebrew
weight, and like 5p1' probably also a Hebrew coin. For
pVip Wt551 read, with S. Raffaeli, 5pwvn We'1. The meaning
of the verse is that the Philistines exacted from the Israelites
the heavy payment of a D'w for the sharpening or filing of
ploughshares and coulters, and a third of a shekel for the
sharpening of axes and for setting the goad. Cf. further
the writer's paper in the Quarterly Statement of the
Palestine Exploration Fund, 1915, p. 40 f., with the references given there; and E. J. Pilcher, ibid., I9I6, pp. 77 ff.
14. 4. om may be connected with the name of the tree
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wr. Targum has nm1rnnn
'a treading', possibly connecting
it with ,Sn ' boots'.
5. piXl is absent from LXX, hence the moderns omit
it as a dittography of plan. This finds some support in
the rendering of the Targum: wei
KnDD = pl2tO naTO
also
cit.
the
other hand, the
On
(cf.
Aptowitzer, op.
21).
omission in LXX may be due to haplography, and the
rendering of the Targum may be based on a corrupt text.
That the word is not repeated in clause b is no proof of its
spurious character, for neither is Iw repeated. As for its
meaning, pitn may perhaps be connected, as H. P. Smith
(p. Io6) has noted, with the Mishnic p1r (Yoma, 6. 5;
B. mesi'a, 7. IO).
14. For r:yn cf. Mishnah Ohalot, 17. I.
I6. It would be better to omit the article in 11onn,as
suggested by Smith. The reading of LXX rmnon,which
some moderns adopt, is incorrect, since, as the last verse
shows, the panic was not confined to the camp. It may
be noted that peln is used in ver. i9 in a slightly different
sense. Here it means 'the crowd', but in ver. 19 it means
the 'tumult' of the crowd.
25-26 a. The text is here certainly in disorder, but the
emendation of the critics: 1ninl5n or nr:; l:5,nfor :'zn 1,n
is much too ingenious to be correct. Further, it is exceedingly doubtful whether a Hebrew writer would have
used such an expression. I propose to omit, with the
critics, ver. 5 a as a doublet of ver. 26 a (note also ynrn
in ver. 29 a), to insert yI-' honeycomb'-before win in
ver. 25 b, and to point 1in in ver. 26 as a participle: :.5h
'flowing', instead of 5'lnwhich is only found in the sense
,
of 'guest' or 'wayfarer': nrwn
w e3
I:n "l,n1 (ver. 25 b).
smi
n
vn:1 ?.5 mnm
Dpn K:i (ver. 26).
iK
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47. For Y'wn we should perhaps read '!. or Vrti.
48. lnDv is a synonym to Amalek. It is the Egyptian
Shassu, the marauding Bedawi of the wilderness; cf.
Sayce, op. cit., pp. I71, 22.
There is no need to change the text.
15. 7. n[nn.
The frontiers do not describe the extent of Saul's campaign.
They only serve to define the defeated foe as one who
habitually roamed about the vast area lying between
Havilah and Shur.
23. For the active form wn, we should perhaps point
the word as a passive, either niph'al n.x:, or hophCal
n,
1al
which would mean'to allow oneself to be urged', to be
persuaded, and hence 'to hesitate in obeying, to disobey',
parallel to 1r.
We should perhaps read nuiyn
'in
32. nunr.
chains'; cf. Kimhi, Ralbag, and R. Isaiah. The omission
of the 5 may have been due to haplography of the
graphically similar 5. The rendering of LXX rpe,uCov,
according to which many moderns point n :rf, is not in
accord with the light-hearted temper of Agag as displayed
by his contemptuous remark in clause b.
16. 5. Targum renders nrt? here and in ver. 3 by
nn'vS, whereas n:i5 at the end of this verse it renders
This seems to imply that the elders were
invited only to the sacrificial meal, but not to the sacrifice
itself, which was reserved for Jesse and his sons. This
seems very plausible. The divine revelation came to the
prophet at the performance of the sacrifice, and in his fear
of Saul he did not wish strangers to be present when he
made the choice of the new king.
t'wjp n=D5.

II. fD3 should be pointed as a hiph'il

~

in ac-
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cordance with the Mishnic idiom; cf. Mishnah Berakot
6. 7, &c. See also Driver's note.
I2. The emendation of niy for Nyis very improbable.
For DIy should have preceded also the first adjectiventm. Further, it is not likely that the same scribal error
would have been repeated in 17. 42. It is more probable
that inr is used in a substantival sense. So LXX ueTrc
KaXXovv; cf. the use of ,n: in ver. 7, and Driver's note here.
Targum omits Dr both here and in 17. 42.
17. I9. This verse is an addition by the narrator. If it
were, as some moderns (cf. Smith, p. I57) assert, part of
Jesse's speech to direct David to the whereabouts of his
brothers, its wording would have been . . l1 rIm Dvnunlm.
Dnn5 would be quite superFurther, the words nDwnteniDP
fluous in the mouth of Jesse.
34. Driver's remark in his Notes2, p. 44, that the
reading nr for ,nw has no manuscript authority, is incorrect.
The reading nt was already before R. Joseph Kaspi (fl. 1280,n rnwnr n n3 inrm
I340). Cf. his remark: r:a *nit' tOTn
(lVDn,x, ed. J. Last, p. 20).
40. The genuineness of Drinn 5: is proved conclusively by ver. 49, where the receptacle is referred to as
'5nn, and not as Dlp[. Hence, I suspect that U1p:Nais a
gloss.
48. n=nl~3nmeans here not the ' battle array', but the
space occupied by the fighting lines. Such is obviously its
meaning also in ver. 20.
19. 24. Targum renders 'iIy--lw: = ILA^; 'demented';
cf. Rashi. Probably the translator pointed t.Wl=1tVp
'prudent', and regarded it as a euphemism for 'mad'.
20. 20. The emendation, based on LXX: Drn: wvwS41
ri
,ixt 'And I on the third day will shoot to its side with
,n
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arrows', can hardly be right. For apart from the questionable character of the Hebrew of this proposed sentence, the
statement contained therein is not correct. Jonathan shot the
arrows not on the third but on the fourth day, i. e. including,
in accordance with ancient Hebrew usage, the day on
which he was speaking. Cf. ver. 35: Ip:1: nMI,viz. the
third day of the new moon. As the second day of the new
moon is described in ver. 19 by nvwl, it follows that the
third day could not also be designated by v'vm. It is,
therefore, better to retain the reading of MT, and to
explain nxy, with Rashi and others, as 'Xi. The accent
should, of course, be shifted backwards to the penultima.
Drsn: must be taken literally. For, as a matter of fact,
Jonathan shot more than one arrow, against LXX and the
moderns, as is proved by the verb upiHl in ver. 38, which
would not have been used if only one arrow was to have
been picked up. The form rinnin vv. 36, 37 must therefore be regarded as a collective = Dtn,n, or as a contraction
of 0WSnr.
2i.

cannot be addressed to the lad, as the moderns
MInp

interpret after LXX and Vulg.; for it would be quite superflous after the command ,. . mtn. Again, if unp was
addressed to the lad, it would have been repeated in the
next verse. We must, therefore, conclude that 1'np is
addressed to David. The suffix refers, as Kimhi rightly
explains, to the lad. If the suffix referred to the arrows,
as Rashi seems to imply, the form would have been fnp.
See last note. Further, there is no reason why David
should be charged to pick up an arrow. The meaning is:
You need have no fear to show yourself to anybody, but
you may actually come back to me in the company of
the lad.
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8. niMlr cannot be an error for nX,n, since, as is
evident from 22. 7, 8, Doeg did not belong to that company.
The use of ':2[ for l' or'r-I may be of foreign origin like
21.

LXX
Doeg himself.
read a nfbnl n.

seems to have
/LoL6vovs)

(vE'ucovrav

14. ~W . The verb 'tv may, perhaps, be used here
with the Syriac nuance of'to be demented'. See above
on 19. 24.
22. i. The moderns assert that nrly is a scribal error

for rhtM. But it is incredible that this error should have
been repeated in II 23. 13 and copied in i Chron. i . 15

and in all the Ancient Versions.

No doubt nnY, is right.

As II 23. 14 implies, Mny13and ,nmi

are not synonymous.

The latter seems to include the former. The ,nilm seems
to have been a fort on the hill, which served as a watchtower and also, it would appear, as a residence for the
captain. The r,n;, on the other hand, seems to have
served as a storehouse and as a place of retreat in time of
danger. Thus in 24. I we find David dwelling in the
nt1in. But when Saul comes to search for him, David and
all his men are found in the recesses of the ,n'1i (24. 4).
On the departure of Saul and the disappearance of the
danger, David and his men return to the nn11 (24. 23).
Cf. R. Jonah Ibn Janah., op. cit. s.v. 1xt, p. 270 f.

The rendering
of LXX is only an expanded paraphrase to overcome the
difficulty of MT. The best solution is to omit n';pP as
a doublet from the previous or following verse, and to read
23. 6. The text of this verse is difficult.

with Targum (nn))nvir for 'IT.
cannot
be right, for, as is shown by the next
24. IlYn

verse, David went to Ma'on only after Saul had arrived in
Ziph.

The reading with LXX, in ver. 25, of Iwm for :'=1
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will not remove the difficulty. It is better to read here
'trfor lryn. The latter has crept in here from ver. 25,
where it is found twice.
26. n-iut is correct. Cf. the Midrash cited in Yalkut
'
and in the Hebrew commentaries: 1'IIpv n
'=KNU
nrTO:3. So literally in Vulg.: in modurn coronae cingebant.
The emendation nlsny is unlikely. Saul would not have
attempted the more difficult task of crossing the mountain
in order to effect the capture of the elusive David and his
band. Targum renders p'tm, which may perhaps point to
a readingctm'n. Cf. Tanhum's note ad loc.
24. i. Driver in his Notes (second ed., p. I91) expresses
surprise that David's going from Ziph (= Ma'on) to 'Engedi
should be described as 5Ir, seeing that 'Engedi is situated
some 3,560 ft. below Ziph. But no doubt the verb n5y is
used here idiomatically of going northwards, or, to be more
precise, in a north-easterly direction from Ma'on to 'Engedi.
Conversely 'nm is used of going southwards towards the
Negeb, irrespective of the level of the localities of departure
and arrival. Cf. 23. 19, 20, 25; 25. I; 26. 2, &c. Cf.
Ibn Ezra,Genesis 38. 2: 'm1mn 1- mS1
nfsl
5 n5 ir5p?'
&n;
and Exod.

33. i:

inr5iyI 5bsw nwsb

mJnn. In 27. 8 Iry

is used in a military sense, as in Judges 12. 3, &c.
-W3W) for
3. Targum seems to have read Dn5Din(=
n5Pnm. See also Kimhi ad loc.
4. The phrase r1nf nN 'Dni is well explained in Babli
iD ITllR '^1.
As to the
Berakot, 62 b: nolD3myI:w InT
exact meaning of the euphemism, there is general agreement
among the ancients that it describes the action of ventrem
purgare; so Vulg.; cf. Mishna Yoma, 3. 2 (cited by Kimhi):
lEn
,yn

5.

. ..
'ln

ns5N3.
'rnn

Kimhi, however, explains

it here as nZ p;nmni, connecting lni5 with the root 'Im, and
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''5?nwith tnr ,^n D,, i Kings I8. 27 (Kere). So Rashi in
Babli Yebamot, 103 a s.v. 1,n[, but here Rashi gives the
first and, no doubt, more correct interpretation.
25. 14. Should we, perhaps, read -I1 for li 1?
20. 'nD: is rendered by Targum ':a0, no doubt
through assonance.
22. ipn'D is rendered by Targum euphemistically:
VtlVYTr= any one with knowledge, i. e. any human being;
cf. Rashi and Kimhi. Perhaps, however, Jacob Levy
(Chald. Worterbuch, s.v. vl) is right in interpreting the
Targumic phrase as any grown up male who knows sexual
intercourse.
Our text may be right:
23-24. . .. am.n. . n.
first she prostrated herself at a distance as a sign of
respect, and then she threw herself at David's feet as a
suppliant.
29. 4i! is correct. It is incorrect to take it, as many
moderns do, as a conditional, and to point i1?j or to read
nPi, since his being persecuted was not hypothetical, but
a hard fact. For nDK cf. 24. o0. With Dnni I nx cf. 'w
in Exod. 32. 32, &c. ,. t. M p may have been a
%rnn
popular imprecation based upon some primitive belief. For
rSpn 1p cf. Rashi here and in Babli Shabbat, I5I a.
26. 2o. inm is best explained as equivalent to plnnn;
cf. Ps. 38. 1 ; Amos 9. 3: 'Far away from the Lord's
presence', where it might not attract His attention to
avenge me.
28. I2. The reading b5lN instead of 5mw found in some
MSS. of LXX and adopted by a number of moderns,
is certainly wrong. The narrator would have said 3rn,
instead of wtni. Further, Saul's question in the next verse
n3II n1 , and the woman's answer prove that the woman's
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detection of Saul's identity was caused by something
extraordinary in the appearance of the ghost. Cf. the wellknown passage in Taikzuma on Lev. 2I. I cited here by
Rashi and Kimhi. See also Aptowitzer, II, 61.
13. ng- ., ns,rN, cf. Driver's note. The ancient
Rabbis already explained the plural by the supposition that
there appeared more than one spirit; see Babli Hagigak, 4 b,
and Tanhuma, loc. cit. I conjecture that the woman used
the plural because she was not a believer in monotheism.
She may have belonged to the aboriginal heathens of Endor,
who survived the Israelitish conquest; cf. Joshua 17. II-I ;
Judges I. 27.
30. 5. Budde eliminates this verse, but without cogent
reason. The wives of David were persons of too great
importance to be lumped together with the nameless
women of David's men. Hence they receive special
mention both here and in the account of the rescue
(ver. 18). Further the verse is intended to explain the
cause of the excessive grief which David displayed equally
with his men.
is out
9b-~o. The text is in disorder. 113 WTnninml
of place in ver. 9; and the order in ver. Io should have
been first clause b and then clause a: nli, ... N, 'nD ~n'l
. ..'v, 1' p'n,
Budde adopts this order, and
VtK n
deletes r'm nD'nliml as a gloss, but he does not explain the
origin of this gloss. It is possible, however, that the
, nm. , , n'n
original text ran like this: v'nv nvnnl,lW
%/~Ia= 'wV. By some accident rvnynornmmigot transposed
to the end of the previous verse, and in order to make
as we have it in
sense the scribe inserted WVK
bn r vi
nl,
the
scribe
had before
our text. Or, again, it is possible that
him two readings:
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(i) 1n?y w2nnl,n

sw nr

. . ,

?Tln (ver. 10):

lW3n

im

'I=115~ '=; (ii) '1I1 P'mI (ver. TO):'~w=n im.
The scribe accepted the second, though inferior, reading
because it specifies clearly the number of the laggards, and
relegated lnrT ninirnm to the margin, whence it eventually
got into the text at the end of ver. 9.
17. For nmnnnD we should read minnn, i.e. on the
morrow of the day on which he had set out on his expedition. So Targum: mrlnn='inl'=; and apparently LXX
and Vulgate. Cf. also Aptowitzer, op. cit., 65. The F is
a scribal error for the waw at the end of this word combined with a dittographed waw from the beginning of the
= nl rnt^nni.
next word (n =1=). Cf. 15. 3: n' Dnfnnni
11.
Instead of l:w the chronicler (i Chron. io. II)
31.
has i:. Nw= must have fallen out in his text of Samuel
through haplography of the similar Wvl. To make sense
with the plural verb Iynv' he inserted 5:.
II I. i. The construction of this verse is very awkward.
The writer evidently wished to combine in logical sequence
the three events of the death of Saul, the return of David
from the expedition against the Amalekites and the arrival
of the bearer of tidings from Gilboa, but he was unequal
to the task. He, therefore, felt obliged to have recourse
to the use of a circumstantial clause: '11 ' 'tn1i. That this
clause is not a parenthesis is shown by the fact that it
forms the antecedent to the opening words of ver. 2.
I. P. Smith (p. 256) holds that the original form of the
.
and that
'n1 =w
verse was: '131
. *nr
nM-n'
.:. Il
,nn,
the reference to the death of Saul is an editorial adaptation
to the present context. But it is unlikely that the original
narrator would have chosen to begin this section with a
reference to the comparatively unimportant episode of
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David's fight with the Amalekites, instead of connecting
it with the big event of Saul's death, an event which forms
the pivot of the whole succeeding narrative.
6. Wellhausen's explanation of aVw'n 3:V is too
ingenious to be true. No doubt Kimhi is right in explaining
the phrase as a,ni5 ni~nnm awnn swiS. So LXX Irrnr'pxat.
For a parallel cf. ::31 N,: in the Zenjirli Inscription. See
G. A. Cooke, North Semitic Inscriptions, No. 62, o1. 5y:
with the sense of vwn or I' is also found in the Punic
phrase n1Z3V nin iv:, ibid., No. 45, 9.
9. The ungrammatical expression : , . t1y i: is most
probably a colloquialism.
12. The apparent tautology in 'Nw' n,: i51 ',n nD 5
was already noted by R. Isaiah, who remarks: rnn4 i'"mn,
meaning that 5isrn n: ,y is epexegetical. But there is
really no difficulty at all, for 'n nr refers to the fighting
men who fell in the battle fighting in the cause of the
Lord (cf. I 25. 28, &c.), while s'w nr: refers to the noncombatants, particularly women and children, who were
slain by the Philistines in their invasion of the Israelitish
cities (I 31. 7). aD has the meaning of fighting men also
in ver. 4 and frequently elsewhere. For the use of s'w nr:
in this sense cf. the comment of Mekilta on Exod. 19. 3
(cited by Rashi, ibid.): wn3n 1s 3:p nr'.
2. 15. The waw in 'Nsi is a dittography of the preceding final nun. So also in ,sv:l in ver. 31 below.
I6. The critics, with their usual knack of blundering
over the obvious, are much puzzled over D'n.
Some
read after LXX n"W,_or M*nr,_.But these twenty-four men
did neither lie in wait nor hunt one another. Others
propose W'I,n; but there were no besiegers here. Others,
again, emend I.xUl,which they interpret as a play on the
VOL. X.
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preceding 'fi, a most insipid derash. Our text is most
certainly correct, The field was so named originally from
the presence in it, or beside it, of certain sharp flints, but
after the event described in the narrative, the name n.1..
was connected with the sharp swords of the unfortunate
young men. Cf. Rashi and R. Isaiah.
23. The Versions support the reading of our text:
The difficulty of the phrase may be removed
nnmn ,'ni:.
by pointing .n.h_, as in Targum Tln&:.
25. nnt nr:p is correct. The emendation nN1nym: is
most unlikely. For if the narrator meant to say that they
stood on the hill mentioned in the last verse, he would
have said simply 3=nm. Cf. also Driver's note.
' l
nwK may be a later amplification of an original
3. 5.
as in I Chron. 3. 3. The names of other two wives
inW,
in the list which are prefixed with 5 are followed by a
descriptive adjective. In the case of r,nhz the writer was
unable to supply any further description, and he simply
wrote InWV,which a later scribe expressed more explicitly
as in our text.
7. I conjecture that ,ns' was of non-Israelitish origin.
Her name is connected with the Semitic divinity lv'i, also
written ?qn; cf. lpmnpi15, Cooke, op. cit., pp. 56-7; and
No. I50, 5.

Further, her father's name nrK is only found

among the Horites, Gen 36. 24.
5. 6. For 'rDn Targum has Ijnl4sw . Accordingly we
. The omission of the 5 may
may perhaps emend T1n?.1:
have been due to haplography of the graphically similar
final n of the preceding word.
6. 3. The pointing of 'nm=as 1."nIis improbable. The
narrator would surely have been able to add the proper
name of Uzza's brother. The name linr may be a caritative
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7. II. The moderns, following LXX, omit the copula
form tlI. So already R. Isaiah, who observes ... iln, "rn
in w w In inl:3
wn)s
nr6y =*3 1m^%lDNW.Wi v &i
nDltSw
But this is unlikely, since Israel suffered oppression also
before the period of the Judges, viz. in Egypt. And from
alpr ,nwi, which refers to the conquest of Canaan, it is
obvious that nwl3n must refer to the period before Israel
had acquired a territory of its own. Hence it is necessary
to retain the copula with p51; cf. also Rashi's note.
'l,nl is a perfect consecutive like the preceding verbs
,*nrwl .,. nr'n: ' The Lord will show thee
,nnlm,,m, ll.
by the birth of Solomon that He will make thee a house'.3
The

reading

of i Chron. 17. 10:

t1W1,

or the modern

emendation t=ll involves too abrupt a change of tense.
19. nlin is perhaps an error for nrln: this, an expression of gratitude by means of words, is all the thanks
which mortal man can offer to God (ver. 20), but even my
words of gratitude are superfluous, since Thou, 0 Lord
God, knowest Thy servant and the thoughts of his heart.
aI. The reading T'ly for 1in:, as in LXX and
i Chron. 17. 19, cannot be right. Such a claim by David
for himself would be a flagrant contradiction of the statement in ver. 18 that he is not worthy of God's favours.
23. The words i,nSi an1seem to have been lacking
in the original text of Targum, and to have been inserted
in our text of the Targum from the Hebrew original.
Cf. KIimhi's comment.
4,xS is lacking also in i Chron.
17. 21.
3 Cf. the writer's discussion of this passage in this

REVIEW,

p. 47 f (? 92).
Q

vol. IX,
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8. I. nmrn should perhaps be pointed nTEn 'the nation'
(Gen. 25. I6, &c.). Cf., however, Sayce, op. cit., p. 414,
who offers an excellent explanation of the baffling
phrase.
3. Targum (nimlnn nmwvS) may have read ton, for
3W'15 and interpreted r1'as a boundary sign.
8. The name 'nra may perhaps be connected with
(/ EKXEKTrOv)
V
Aramaic nlm = Hebrew wn:. LXX (Ka EK
=
8:
inr
I
connects it with the root
1n (cf. 17.
rn3).
It
10. i2. The emendation i nN for ~N is unhappy.
would have been nothing short of blasphemy for Joab to
say that they would by their strength save the Ark of God.
Had the Ark been with them in this battle, Joab would
have looked to the Ark to save the army rather than that
the army should save the Ark.
11. 12. The moderns, following Lucian and the Peshitta,
connect nnmtMn
with the nextverse. Mr. S.A.Cook(American
journal of Semitic Languages, vol. XVI, p. 156) actually
makes this emendation an argument against the integrity
of the text. But this emendation seems to be quite wrong.
For if David invited Uriah to eat and drink before him mnn)n,
i. e. on the third day since his arrival from the camp, then
Uriah's departure would have been delayed until the fourth
day, or after three nights, whereas David distinctly says
that he would send him back on the third day = 7nSwsnnm,
viz. after the second night of Uriah's stay in Jerusalem.
The fact seems to be that Uriah's carousal at David's
order (ver. 13) took place in the evening of his second night
in Jerusalem, and as even in his state of intoxication he
failed to go home to spend the night with his wife, David,
frightened that he might learn in the king's household
of his wife's visit to the king, sent him back on his fatal
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errand immediately on the morning following this second
night (ver. 14 = 'lp:,

viz.

nnl of ver. I2).

6. The change of N' into 15 is bad. The fact that
the rich man had pity on his own cannot be made a reason
nri may have been suggested by
for punishing him.
nnri in ver. 4, but is not parallel to it.
3T. Targum renders Pnzmnnrn-:mmn= pl: i'pinnr'r,
taking 1pn in the sense in which it is found in Jer. 43. 9.
Cf. Driver's note. The emendation of 54Mynfor q:l/m1was
already suggested by R. Joseph Kaspi (op. cit., p. 36): mntY
12.

nli65 n~vw.
13. 9-IO. The critics have met here with various difficulties. The hapax legomeno nnrwUnr
has troubled them,
and some of them resolved to regard it as an old corruption
of rnnn. But the occurrence of nrwin in the Targumim
(Lev. 2. 5; 6. 14; 7.9; Ezek. 4. 3; I Chron. 23. 29) and
in Mishnic Hebrew (Mishnah Hallah 4. i; Yerushalmi
Pesahim 29b) ought surely to be sufficient to protect it
against this 'critical' scepticism. The emendation rnsNKpln
n~r..n for rlin'n rnt npmnis neither clever nor happy. The
amorous Amnon, who was so eager to see the damsel do all
the work herself and in his presence, would surely not have
allowed the interference of the nn.d. Again, some critics
see an irreconcileable discrepancy between ver. 9 and
ver. io, and therefore adopt the usual remedy of relegating
the offending ver. o1 to the margin as an interpolation
(cf. Smith, p. 330). They argue, if the food was already
set before him (ver. 9 a) why does he ask her to bring it
into the chamber? And how could 'the sick man' move
from one room into another ? The answer is, taking the
second question first, that Amnon had only pretended to
be sick, and that having achieved his object of getting
n^,
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Tamar into his power, he had no need to continue further
his dissimulation. As to the first question, Amnon asked
her to bring the food into the inner chamber, in order to
be removed as far as possible from the hearing of his
attendants, who were probably standing just outside (ver. 9).
He must have expected some opposition on her part, and
therefore hesitated to carry out his design on her in the
large and accessible room which had just been emptied of
his friends and attendants.
I8. The critics object to D5VT? and emend
Vlynl
'from eternity' (!), or l5r1n 'from babes'(!). They argue
that the 5'if was distinct from the nrn: (Exod. 28. 4).
Exactly so; therefore the narrator has to explain how it
was that Tamar wore for her upper garment a rnDn, which
was usually an under garment: 'For so the daughters of
the king were used to dress with a 0nDSnmn as 1W2~tn,
or
upper garments.'
I4. 14. It is best to emend :2E for NVw':'... And we
are like waters poured out to the ground, which cannot be
regathered; for God will not restore the soul to the body,
therefore one should devise plans, so as not to banish
from oneself him that is banished.' Cf. 'lrin nwi zWn,
i Kings 17. 21. The meaning is: The dead cannot be restored to life again, and no amount of revenge on Absalom
will bring Amnon back; so why lose Absalom also by
banishment? zwnl refers to David, as already explained
by Rashi and Kimhi. The athnah should accordingly
be moved forward to ew,, which should be pointed V^3.
I5. 8. The omission of Iln2n: at the end of the verse,
supplied, however, by Lucian from ver. 7, may have given
rise to the explanation recorded in Babli Temurah, 14b,
that Absalom's ostensible object in going to Hebron was
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not to sacrifice there, but only to obtain lambs for sacrificing
in Jerusalem.
12. It is generally assumed by moderns, and so
already by IKimhi on 17. 3 and Ralbag on 16. 23, that
Ahitophel's enmity towards David was inspired by a desire
to avenge the wrong David had done to Bath-sheba, whose
father Eliam (II. 3) is supposed to be identical with Eliam
son of Ahitophel, mentioned in 23. 34. But is it likely that
an unprincipled and ambitious man like Ahitophel would
have hated David for making his granddaughter the favourite
wife in the royal harem ? Moreover, by assisting Absalom in
his enterprise, Ahitophel was actually endeavouring to rob
Solomon, his alleged great-grandson, of the throne of Israel,
the promise of which must by that time have already been
made to him through Bath-sheba. Nay, it is very likely
that it was this promise to Bath-sheba that drove Absalom
to rebellion. It has always seemed strange that Absalom
should have thought it necessary to take such violent
measures for seizing forcibly what would have been in the
natural course of events his rightful due within a few years.
For it is evident from David's conduct in this narrative that
the rebellion took place towards the end of David's reign,
when he was already nearing his decline (cf. Seder 'Olam,
ch. 14). Why, then, this fatal impatience on the part of
the heir-apparent and his friends? The fact is that
Absalom's conduct was actuated by the same motives as
that of Adonijah a few years later, viz. to prevent the aged
king from making good his promise to the son of his
adulterous parvenue wife. But the crafty grandfather of
that wife would surely not have taken the leading part in
a conspiracy against her young son. We must therefore
conclude that Eliam the father of Bath-sheba was not
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Ahitophel's son. It is also probable that the narrator
would not have stopped short in the pedigree of Bathsheba at the mention of the comparatively obscure Eliam,
had he been able to trace him further to such a famous
tv, nriln
personality as Ahitophel. Cf. also W. Jawitz,
vol.
note.
Wellhausen
II, p. 27,
(I905),
(Composition, &c.3,
p. 258, note), with more than his usual display of
cynical scepticism, remarks: 'Dass Davids Versprechen
I K. I, 13, 17 bisher nicht erwahnt ist, kann nicht befremden, da er selber und alle Welt nichts davon weiss.
Vgl. I, 14 1pnn nN nmSl.' But the critic has overlooked
I Kings I. 30, where David recalls his solemn oath to
Bath-sheba. Nathan's promise to corroborate or supplement Bath-sheba's words only had reference to her statement about the doings of Adonijah, about which alone
Nathan speaks in vv. 25-7. There is in Nathan's words
no mention whatever of the king's oath to Bath-sheba,
which no doubt was made in private.
19. I venture to express the opinion that the name
InN is a caritative form of rm?, parallel to iml/3. Similarly
other personal names ending in '- may be caritatives of
corresponding longer forms of theophorous names with the
element n'-, as ,win = rin, parallel to ,nn = ;rInn (23. 28).
But this latter is more likely to be connected with miln'gift';
cf. the Punic 53 :n,, Cooke, op. cit., p. Io8 f.); '1T'(23. 9)=
akin to n1;1n1= ,liln' (2 Chron. 20. 37; cf. Lucian,
MnI17,
ibid., AovS&ov), and m^n'1'; ,>an (23. 29) =
and
d ir:lt
11. 46) = m,1'v, parallel to 5:

'Is (i

Chron.

; and, perhaps,
=
also
names
also w
So
M,.
ending in _-, like n
(17. 27), cf. MV(Ezra 2.42) = nw, parallel to KN1?'(i Chron.
23. I6, &c.) ; further 3? (23. 36) or ~ (Neh. io. 6) =
r,nn, parallel to ,nin and :n'1, and others.
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17. 14. 'KiW VW 1:l is obviously to be distinguished
from SWl, :p?tiL in ver. 4 above. The mass of the people
were, like Absalom himself, captivated by .Hushai's deceptive eloquence. The elders, however, with their wider
experience and greater intelligence, preferred Ahitophel's
wiser counsel. Hence Hushai's fear lest Absalom should
after all be persuaded by the elders to adopt Ahitophel's
plan, vv. 15-I6.
i6. Kimhi confesses his inability to explain the
.
Cfalso
nt
rendering of y15 by Targum Ntnni:r
Levy, Chald. WZi'rterbuch,22o b. It seems to the writer
that Targum takes Vy' in its ordinary application of
swallowing food, and interprets it figuratively: 'Lest
Ahitophel's counsel be tasty and savoury to the king',
referring 5~nt to Absalom, as does also Rashi.
19. n?2in is rendered by Targum l~p'l; similarly
Lucian and Theodotian TraXdOas. Perhaps they read
nS;n 'the fruit', spread out for drying in the sun.
i8. 26. Most moderns point with LXX and Peshitta:
N;n for yw,nl. This is certainly wrong; for the narrator
would have said

Yi_ lin 5 N.

Nor is the emendation

of

Smith (p. 36c) wi~n[Y more happy. For the narrator
would certainly have expressed it by 'ywn [I nw ntmn.
Further, why should this description of the watchman's
whereabouts be given here at the fourth mention of his
name, and not earlier in ver. 25 ? There is no doubt that
the pointing of MT is correct. The watchman standing on
the roof announced what he saw to the gatekeeper, who
conveyed the news to the king. This latter operation is
not mentioned explicitly by the narrator, either because
its performance is taken for granted, or more likely because
it was unneccessary, seeing that the king himself was
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sitting within hearing of the watchman's voice (ver. 24 a).
We must assume that the first announcement by the watchman (ver. 25) was also made through the gatekeeper. So
we also find the four lepers announcing important news to
the gatekeepers of Samaria, 2 Kings 7. 1o, II.
29. The text is, as already observed by Ehrlich, quite
original. The incoherence of the reply of Ahima'as is a
deliberate artifice of the narrator to exhibit the messenger's
great embarrassment.
19. 0o. There is no reason to doubt the correctness of
the form 'iSl. It is used here alone in a reciprocal sense,
but in a passive sense it is frequent in Mishnic Hebrew.
Cf. Mishna B. Kamma 2. 5; Yadaim 4. 3, particularly with
a preformative hirek: Sanhedrin 5. 6, &c. See the writer's
remarks in this REVIEW, First Series, XX, 701-702
(' Mishnaic Hebrew', pp. 55, 56).
is correct. 'To-day I feel again as King of
23. %nWVP
Israel, and I must not mar the joy of the day by acts
of vengeance.' Cf. the similar remark of Saul, I iI, I3.
: Do you not
Many moderns, following Lucian, read DnlVM
know that to-daylam king... and notyou ? But this does not
explain the emphasis laid on
,n(s); nor does it suit the
T
nn nin. The narrator would have
exclamation: !'
made him say simply

.

.

1Nv
. nntl

mn.

32-41. This passage has given much trouble to
modern expositors. The apparent discrepancies between
vv. 32 b, 34 b, 37 a, and 40 have forced them to interpret
'ni as 'to pass on' in vv. 32, 37 and as 'to cross over'
elsewhere in the passage; further to delete TI'Vf in ver. 32,
and tWfn rn in ver. 37, or to take tnTI as MIn'T, and
p'-n ns as lt'mn it; and, finally, to read with Lucian 3nt
for Iny in ver. 40. This obviously does violence to the
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text, and is altogether unsatisfactory. The fact, however,
is that, as stated explicitly in ver. 32, Barzillai did cross
over the Jordan, and his leave-taking of the king must
therefore have taken place on the Western side of the river.
The above-mentioned discrepancies are only apparent and
not real. Ver. 32 tells in a general way that Barzillai
accompanied the king across the Jordan to take leave of
him, and the following verses describe the incident in
detail. While still on the Eastern side of the river, and
before the crossing had begun, the king invited Barzillai
to cross the river not for the purpose of leave-taking, but
in order to go up to Jerusalem, and stay permanently in
the royal court (ver. 34). Barzillai declines to go up to
Jerusalem (vv. 35, 36), and only consents just to cross over
the river but not to go farther (ver. 37 a), but offers to send
with the king his son Kimham (ver. 38), which offer the
king accepts (ver. 39). When this conversation was over,
the crossing of the river began, and first the people went
across, and then the king with Barzillai in his company.
The king then took leave of Barzillai, and the latter returned
across the river to his home in Gilead (ver. 40). Having
finished relating the story of the king's leave-taking of
Barzillai, the narrator proceeds to relate another, more
important, incident in connexion with this royal crossing
of the Jordan. For this purpose he repeats the fact that
the king had crossed over and gone to Gilgal, taking the
opportunity to mention that in accordance with the king's
promise to Barzillai (ver. 39), Kimham accompanied the
king to Gilgal; but, he goes on to relate, the king had not
waited until the whole of Israel should assemble to escort
him across the river, and had gone across with Judah and
only a portion of Israel (ver. 41). This disregard of David
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for Israel gave rise to an inter-tribal quarrel, which culminated in the rebellion of Sheba'.
is probably due to the recur41. The Kethib TM:iP1
rence of this form in the next verse. The reading of LXX
(8tiaf3avovTEs') nniy, which the moderns adopt, is inadmissible. For since the king is already represented as
being at Gilgal, the act of crossing with the king must
be conceived as already lying in the past.
2o. 3. The pointing after LXX nin ni=s cannot be
right. 'Living widows' cannot by any stretch of imagination be identical with 'women treated as widows, whose
husband is yet alive'. I conjecture that the right reading
is nan nfin.S 'widows for the whole term of their life'lifelong widows, or, less likely, In nirn?. 'widows of a
living husband'. The corrupt ending in nVn may be due
to the influence of the ending in the preceding word nm~e1q.
The whole phrase is perhaps an expression of a proverbial
and colloquial character, in which grammatical niceties are
often disregarded; cf. note on I. 9.
t
8. I propose to read nrnT
nn i5i
rI
1. n 3=1.
~1=: is a gloss on 'in, and 'i_n is a dittography of U',
since the important fact which the narrator wishes to
convey is not that Joab had on him a girdle, but that he
had a sword over his military cloak. The point in this
description, as already noted by Rashi and Ralbag, is that
the scabbard with the sword in it was not, as usual,
hanging down at his side vertically, but was joined across
his loins horizontally, so as to facilitate its falling out of
the scabbard at the inclination of the body and thus to give
Joab, who would quite naturally stoop to pick it up
from the ground, a naked sword in his hand without
arousing in the mind of Amasa the least suspicion of foul
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play (ver. Io a). For N: KNiniwe must, of course, read
with LXX ,nrs wtm, viz. the sword from the scabbard,
which Joab immediately picked up with his left hand
(= :MN1'3a, ver. ic), so as not to arouse Amasa's suspicions, using his right hand for taking hold of Amasa's
beard (ver. 9 b).
i2. I propose with Budde to delete nv ... nw
n*tc
m
the
of
-D '4,n
as an expanded doublet
preceding i n'~l
ln. The original of this latter clause may, perhaps, have
been as follows:

V14 W2n lY,n i

nD

s wrn

',1.

=lnin;
13. Targum renders mln by nm=s, pointing ninhr
LXX also takes the verb in an active
so Pesh. ot;.
This is also the view of Hayyuj and Ibn
sense--'0Oaaov.
Janah (cited by Kiimhi), and of R. Isaiah.
thus
26. For S',n Targum has tipn j nrl^K',
identifying this 'KvY with the one mentioned below,
23. 26. It is possible, as Rashi and Kimhi remark, that
the interpretation Vlpn it' connects 4nt with n11n, and
regards it as synonymous with PlIpn because of the
abundance of oil in Tekoa, to which reference is made
in Babli Meuah.ot 85 b. This, however, shows a confusion
of the Southern Tekoa with the town of that name in
the North.
23. 32. The moderns agree to delete I: as a dittography
to the next
of the end of the preceding word; to joinliatm
verse, supplying 1: before ;nt, and to insert .., after ]r,
in accordance with the reading of Lucian 'Iear-ai o6 ovv
for mrni of I Chron. 11. 34. 4rnr is identified with the
Naphtalite family mentioned in Gen. 46. 24; Num. 26. 48.
This identification is, however, improbable, since all the
other heroes are drawn from the South, whereas Naphtali
was settled in the extreme North. Instead of s,ni in
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Chronicles, I would read lM:ln, from ltn near Ajalon on
the border of Philistia, 2 Chron. 28. I8. On the same
ground I doubt whether, after all, ,I:D in ver. 36 is
correct, since Zobah was situated in the far North, and in
addition was inhabited, it would seem, exclusively by
Arameans.

